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‘‘Judaism’’ as Political Concept:
Toward a Critique
of Political Theology

ER NS T KA NT OR OW I CZ’S TH E KI N G’S TWO BO D I E S bears an
enigmatic sub-title: A Study in Medieval Political Theology. Enigmatic because
although ‘‘political theology’’ may be an allusion to Carl Schmitt’s 1922
book by that name, the meaning of the allusion remains elusive: Kantoro-
wicz provided no commentary.1 My title, too, is meant to resonate with one
of Schmitt’s, in this case his Concept of the Political.2 I will not be cryptic about
my claim, which is that key European conceptions of the political—includ-
ing Carl Schmitt’s—emerged through thinking about Judaism. Here I don’t
mean Judaism as a historical or lived religion, but Judaism as a figure of
Christian thought, a figure produced by the efforts of generations of thin-
kers to make sense of the world, a figure projected into that world and
constitutive of it.

‘‘Political theology,’’ I will suggest, is a conception of the political that
emerged through Christian projections of Jewish enemies. Like so many
other concepts, its meanings are multiple and unstable across time, but
I will use the phrase only in a very general sense common to Schmitt and
Kantorowicz, as well as to many other thinkers: that of a grounding of
human political action in a commandment of obedience to the sovereign
authority of God.3 I hope to convince ‘‘the reader,’’ first, that the represen-
tation of Jewish enmity has been historically important to the theorization of
Christian political theology; and second, that this importance is not primarily
the product of some essential aspect of lived (not to say ‘‘real’’) Judaism, but
was rather produced by the key terms and practices of Christian thought.

The centrality of Jewish enmity to Carl Schmitt’s own concept of
the political is not difficult to demonstrate. The ‘‘essential insight,’’ Schmitt
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explained in ‘‘Die Deutsche Rechtwissenschaft im Kampf gegen den
jüdischen Geist’’ (1936), is that ‘‘with every new historical period a change
in the general behavior of the Jews [occurs], and a change of masks possessed
of demonic enigmaticness occurs as well, so quickly that we can grasp it only
with the most careful attention.’’4 Behind the shifting masks lies an essential
and unchanging Jewish hostility that explains the meaning of Christian
history, a meaning revealed, as Schmitt put it much later in Der Nomos der
Erde (1950), by reflection on ‘‘what it meant politically and historically that
the Jews cried out before the crucifixion of the Savior: ‘We have no king but
Caesar’ (John 19:15).’’ Allegiance to the Satanic princes of this world, a mur-
derous enmity toward God’s sovereignty, the exile of miracle, and the sub-
jection of the world to ‘‘lawful regularity’’: these were for Schmitt the basic
attributes of the ‘‘Jewish Spirit’’ and remained so over the long course of his
career.5

It is true that Schmitt’s writings need to be understood in the context of
early twentieth-century Weimar thought and society. But it is also true that
these writings drew on and were nourished by a long tradition of using
figures of Judaism to think about Christian politics and law, a tradition that
was powerful even in societies with no real Jews living in them. Without
a history of that tradition—that is, without the long history of Jewishness
as a concept in Christian politics—we can not understand the habits of
thought that shaped Schmitt’s politics, nor the figures of Judaism that these
habits were capable of producing in a given place or time, including
Schmitt’s and perhaps also our own.

It is obviously impossible to recapitulate that history in an article of this
or any other length. Here I propose only to take a brief look at some early
Christian sources, in order to make plausible my claim that the production
of Judaism as a figure of the political is encoded in Christian hermeneutics.
Then I will leap to some medieval examples from England, France, and
Spain, in order to illustrate how different figures of Judaism were produced
by and put to work in foundational moments of basic ideas about monarchy
and sovereignty, before concluding with a few words about the implications
of my approach for the history of ideas more generally.

The Christian version of the problem begins with the apostle Paul, and it
begins as a hermeneutic rather than a political problem. One of the crucial
questions generated by Paul’s mission concerned the relationship of non-
Jewish followers of Jesus to Jewish law. Did Gentile converts need to observe
commandments such as circumcision and dietary laws? The apostles dis-
agreed sharply on this question. Paul’s answer—given first in his letter to
the Galatians, and revisited in his letter to the Romans—was a resounding
no. Circumcision, he argued, was a bodily sign whose spiritual meaning was
‘‘faith.’’ Gentile followers of Christ were already circumcised in this spiritual
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sense and did not need the body of the sign. On the contrary, if they took on
the bodily aspect they were revealing themselves as ‘‘separated from Christ’’
by the ‘‘self-indulgence of the flesh’’ (Gal. 5:4, 16–18).6

In Galatians, Paul used Judaism as a whetstone with which to sharpen
the distinction between body and soul, desires of the flesh and desires of the
spirit. He showed his readers how to cast off the outer body of a letter, word,
symbol, or ritual and cleave instead to its inner or spiritual meaning, as here
in his re-interpretation of Abraham’s biography:

Abraham had two sons, one by a slave and one by the freewoman. The son of the
slave girl came to be born in the way of human nature; but the son of the freewoman
came to be born through promise. Now this is an allegory: these women are two
covenants. One is from Mount Sinai, bearing children for slavery: she is Hagar. . . .
She corresponds to the present Jerusalem, for she is in slavery with her children. But
the Jerusalem above is free, and she is our mother. . . . But what does scripture say?
‘‘Cast out the slave and her son; for the son of the slave shall not inherit with the son
of the free woman.’’ (Gal. 4:21–31)

Abraham’s families, one slave one free, form part of a chain of oppositions.
Hagar and Ishmael represent flesh and slavery, Sarah and Isaac promise and
freedom. Thus far the reading would not have surprised its audience. But
next comes an earthquake. Hagar and Ishmael, flesh and slavery, are asso-
ciated with the law given on Mt. Sinai and ‘‘the present Jerusalem.’’ Sarah
and Isaac, spirit and freedom, are a new covenant and a heavenly city. The
Mosaic Law and the Jewish people and polity that possess it (‘‘the present
Jerusalem’’) are not the heirs of God’s promise to Abraham, but are con-
demned as ‘‘of the flesh,’’ sentenced to slavery and exile. This terrestrial
Jerusalem is to be cast out, replaced by the spiritual Jerusalem, set free by
faith in Jesus. And the entire revolution (we are not so far from politics) is
achieved by a type of interpretation that Paul calls ‘‘allegory,’’ literally in
Greek, ‘‘other-speak,’’ that is, the spiritual rather than the bodily voice of the
text.7

Paul presented the danger confronting the Galatians as one of mistaken
priorities: a preference for the bodily meaning of scripture over its spiritual
one, and for the bodily sign of circumcision over its spiritual significance. In
Galatians 2:14, he coined a verb to describe this misplaced priority: ‘‘to
Judaize’’ (Latin: iudaizare; Greek: ioudaizein).8 With this one verb, from one
of the earliest texts that survive from a follower of Jesus, we can begin our
history of the anxieties about Judaism that assail Christian political thought.
The danger is great, and Paul will give repeated warnings: To set the mind
on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peace, he
tells us in Romans 8:6. Or in his lapidary phrase from 2 Corinthians 3:6, ‘‘for
the written letters kill, but the Spirit gives life.’’
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Some readers of Galatians immediately interpreted him to be teaching
that the political world and its rules were irrelevant, or worse, evil, and that
spiritual freedom released the believer from the bonds of all earthly laws.
Paul corrected such antinomian readers a few years later, in the Epistle to
the Romans, where he first touched openly upon the political dimensions of
the problem. Believers were not free to flout the laws of the world: ‘‘Every-
one is to obey the governing authorities’’ (Rom. 13:1).9 And yet the same
letter that subjected souls to earthly governors insisted that to set the mind
on the flesh is death, that ‘‘those who live by their natural inclinations can
never be pleasing to God,’’ and associated this condition of being in the
flesh with Judaism and Judaizing (Rom. 8:6–8).

There is a potential tension in this balancing act between law and flesh
on the one hand and spirit on the other. Paul attempted to contain that
tension in a complex vocabulary of flesh and body (sarx, sōma), soul and
spirit (psychē, pneuma), a vocabulary that produced a certain obscurity about
the relationship between body and soul (at 1 Corinthians 15:44 he can even
speak of a ‘‘soul body’’ [sōma psychikon]).10 But for Paul the problem was
primarily a hermeneutic one, a question of how the Hebrew Bible should be
read and how Gentile believers in Jesus should relate to Jewish law. He was
not much interested in political questions, perhaps because he believed that
the end of the world was near—‘‘The time has become limited. . . . This
world as we know it is passing away’’ (1 Cor. 7:29)—and that the new crea-
tion was at hand.

As the apocalyptic revolution was repeatedly postponed, later genera-
tions of Christians found themselves having to think more and more about
the politics of earthly princes. Were these princes (all of them pagan, and
some of them persecutory) agents of God or of the devil? At times the
Gospel authors attempted to draw relatively unprejudicial distinctions
between celestial and terrestrial jursidictions, such as Matthew’s ‘‘pay Caesar
what belongs to Caesar—and God what belongs to God’’ (22:21). Even
Matthew, however, found the distinction difficult to maintain in the face
of a more transcendent political ideal: ‘‘Your kingdom come, your will be
done, on earth as in heaven’’ (6:10). The Gospel of John went further and
imagined sharp conflict between the power of the Word and the ‘‘prince of
this world’’ that would only be resolved with the defeat and disappearance of
the latter (John 12:31, 14:30, 15:18). We have already seen Carl Schmitt
deploying in his own writings John’s tight association between the Jews and
Satan, Caesar and other ‘‘princes of this world.’’ But of course early Christian
exegetes had developed this and many other positions long before Schmitt
took up his pen.11 All of these exegetes shared a tendency to think of earthly
politics in carnal terms. Some, like Pseudo-Cyprian, agreed that the Jews, in
executing Jesus, had provided the most terrible example of a perverted
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preference for Caesar’s kingdom over God’s. (In this we might say that they
prefigured Schmitt.)12 And many, indeed most of the ones I am familiar
with, mapped their distinctions onto dualities of flesh and spirit, Old Dis-
pensation and New: distinctions that pointed their political theories and
theologies toward the Jew.

In the early third century, for example, Origen of Alexandria (circa 185–
254) founded a school of biblical interpretation that also produced a polit-
ical theory. The politics was founded upon the same distinctions as the
hermeneutics. Building on Paul, Origen divided mankind into three classes:
the hylic (from hylē, matter), or materialist, who were pagans and Jews; the
psychics (from psychē, soul), who corresponded to the average Christian;
and the pneumatics (from pneuma, spirit), which included only the most
spiritual and ascetic of Christians.13 According to Origen, the claims of
earthly politics were only on the body, hence only those who were of the
body had to answer to them: Jews, pagans, and average Christians, but not
pneumatics, not those who dwelt truly in the Spirit. Hence, he explained,
Peter’s line in Acts 3.6: ‘‘I have neither silver nor gold.’’ The apostles have no
money because they are pneumatics, of the spirit, and hence have no busi-
ness in the world and no need to ‘‘pay Caesar.’’14

In Origen’s politics, ‘‘the state is related to the Church, very much as in
his exegesis the letter is related to the spirit,’’ a position that strongly associ-
ates the state and its politics with ‘‘Jewish’’ literalism and materialism. The
same general claim could be made of many other theologians, both Latin
and Greek, who came after him. One consequence of this analogy is the
tendency, even among those theologians most sympathetic to the possibility
of a Christian politics, to discuss political error in the same terms used to
assess hermeneutical error: Judaism and Judaizing.15 The most revealing
example of such slippage comes from more than a century later, when the
conversion of the Roman emperors to Christianity had sharply raised the
stakes involved in questions about the relationship between the powers of
princes and those of priests.

In 388 a crowd of monks burned down a Jewish synagogue and a Valen-
tinian (heretical Christian) church in the town of Callinicum. The military
Count of the East ordered their punishment and instructed the local
bishop, who had incited the attacks, to pay for the reconstruction of the
synagogue. The future saint Ambrose, bishop of Milan and leading church-
man of his age, opposed these orders in a letter and a sermon addressed to
the Emperor Theodosius. In the first five paragraphs of his letter Ambrose
sketched the outlines of a model of sovereignty with which Christian polit-
ical history would become familiar. The monarch, he explained, has the
power to compel obedience ‘‘in state causes,’’ the priest has the obligation to
state the will of ‘‘one whom it is even more perilous to displease,’’ the eternal
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King of Kings (compare Mat. 10:19–20).16 Ambrose then explains that the
synagogue ‘‘began to be burnt by the judgment of God.’’ The bishop and his
monks were but the instruments of God’s justice. Should the emperor pun-
ish them, he will have placed his earthly imperial law over the justice of God,
and the Jews will have ‘‘triumphed over the people of Christ.’’

It is as if Ambrose had read the opening lines of Schmitt’s Political
Theology: ‘‘Sovereign is he who decides the exception’’(13). The emperor
and his count acted to defend the legal order from the monks’ claims to
place both themselves and their victims outside the law. Ambrose is claiming
that it is God and not the emperor who is sovereign, that the monks acted
according to a higher law, and that the insistence on upholding earthly law
is Judaizing. He pointedly reminds the emperor of his predecessor’s
unhappy fate. ‘‘Maximus . . . hearing that a synagogue had been burnt in
Rome, had sent an edict to Rome, as if he were the upholder of public
order. Wherefore the Christian people said, No good is in store for him.
That king has become a Jew.’’ The threat rests in implication: a ruler who
upholds earthly law over the divine deserves deposition as a ‘‘Jew.’’

Ambrose did succeed in obtaining the revocation of the count’s order,
but his victory was anything but decisive. For the project he had set him-
self—the assertion of the supremacy of heavenly over earthly law through
the exclusion of the Jews—proved just as problematic (and productive) as its
hermeneutic analogue: the attempt to purge Christian letters of ‘‘Jewish’’
literalism. If earthly politics is tied to a heavenly ideal, as Ambrose advo-
cated, then the inescapable earthly necessities of that politics—necessities
like law, public order, contracts, courts—would continue to generate the
Judaism of governors, no matter how much they persecuted—or even elim-
inated—the real Jews of their realms.

Ambrose’s most famous student, Saint Augustine, perceived the danger,
just as he also perceived the dangers of relying too heavily on allegorical and
spiritual interpretation in dealing with the Old Testament. His solution to
the hermeneutic problem was to defend the literal (rather than just the
allegorical) truth of the biblical text by transforming the Jews into guaran-
tors (but not interpreters) of that truth. The Jews were, he said, ‘‘slaves’’ of
the Christian, illiterate servants carrying the books that declared the truth of
Christ.17

Commenting on a line from Psalm 59—‘‘Slay them not, but scatter them
in your might, lest your people forget your Law’’—Augustine reminded his
readers that, according to Paul in Romans 9:22, God had poured his mes-
sage into two vessels, one of mercy, the other of wrath, the former made
visible through the latter. These vessels of wrath were God’s enemies the
Jews, destroyed spiritually but preserved in the flesh (‘‘dead men’’), ‘‘per-
fected unto perdition’’ so that His sovereignty might be known. Exiled yet
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ubiquitous, conquered but still a distinct nation, enemies of God that nev-
ertheless adhere to His laws, the Jews serve as the best evidence for the
nature of Christ’s sovereignty over the world, and as a lesson for heretics
everywhere. Hence the psalmist had sung, ‘‘Slay them not.’’18 The Jews were
murderers, but they should be punished as that other murderer, Cain, had
been:

[God] says; ‘‘but whoever kills Cain, a sevenfold vengeance will be taken on him.’’
That is . . . the ungodly race of carnal Jews will not perish by a bodily death. . . . So
that until the end of . . . time the continued preservation of the Jews will serve as
a proof to believing Christians of the misery merited by those who . . . put the Lord
to death. . . . [Hence] no emperor or monarch who finds this people with this mark
[of Cain] under his governance kills them, that is, makes them cease to be Jews.19

Along with the hermeneutic function of these living dead, there was also
a political one: the Jews’ spiritless and undying misery of flesh attested to the
truth of the Christian claim that the Hebrew prophets had proclaimed
Christ’s coming kingship. But Christ’s kingship was one thing, and man’s
another. Here too Augustine put Cain and the Jews to work, using them, in
The City of God, to argue against the possibility of a political theology. All
earthly politics, he writes, takes place under the curse of Cain. Cain was the
first politician, the founder of the first city. Like Cain, the founder of every
polity is of necessity ‘‘a fratricide.’’ (Augustine gives the example of Romu-
lus, the founder of Rome.) Like Cain and the Jews, who sinned by subjecting
his reasoning soul to the desires of his flesh—‘‘that part which the philoso-
phers call vicious, and which ought not to lead the mind, but which the
mind ought to rule and restrain by reason’’—every earthly city ‘‘has its good
in this world, and rejoices in [the material world] with such joy as such
things can afford,’’ so that it will at the end of time be ‘‘committed to the
extreme penalty.’’ The anthropology is Platonic, but perhaps more pessi-
mistically than Plato (or Aristotle), Augustine explicitly assigns all earthly
politics to the sphere of the appetites. There is no earthly politics of the
spirit, only a politics of flesh. Secular power, designated as pure carnality,
stands under the curse of Cain, side by side with Judaism. Political theology,
according to the elderly Augustine, tells lies.20

In 1935 Erik Peterson invoked Augustine in order to argue, contra
Schmitt, that there can be no truly Catholic political theology. Certainly the
elderly Augustine was skeptical about the possibility, and his skepticism (for
example, in City of God) contributed to bringing the phrase ‘‘political the-
ology’’ itself into disrepute. Still, from a historicist point of view, Peterson’s
argument is odd, since we know that countless readers across the Christian
centuries interpreted Augustine very differently, as maintaining the possi-
bility and even the necessity of a spiritual politics.21 My own point is simply
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that, whether Christian exegetes were optimistic about this possibility (like
Ambrose) or skeptical (like the elderly Augustine), their arguments all
tended to ‘‘Judaize’’ earthly politics. The struggle to control this potential
charge of ‘‘Judaism’’ will turn out to be one of the most persistent and
explosive themes of Christian politics, from the Middle Ages to modernity.

It was in the Middle Ages, beginning around the twelfth century, that
Jewish questions became central to Christian politics in Western Europe.
Those questions were asked with a specific vocabulary. In the words of a law
code (known as the ‘‘Laws of Edward the Confessor’’) from the reign of the
Anglo-Norman king Henry I (died 1135): ‘‘For those Jews, and all that they
possess, belong to the king, . . . as if they were his private property [pro-
prium].’’ Half a century later, in 1176, lawyers working for King Alfonso II
of Aragon spoke in slightly different terms: ‘‘The Jews are the servi of the
king, and are always subject to the royal fisc.’’ This special vocabulary spread
quickly, and by the end of the twelfth century it was pan-European.22

There is controversy over how we should understand the word servus
(slaves? serfs? servants?) as it applies to the Jews. Let me just note two things.
First, the word is overdetermined. Its theological history alone stretches
from Paul’s ‘‘enslavement’’ of Sarah’s earthly progeny in Galatians, through
Augustine’s characterization of the Jews as exegetical ‘‘slaves’’ of the Chris-
tians, to the justifications penned by medieval popes for the protection of
Jews in Christendom (such as Innocent III’s Etsi Iudaeos of 1205). And
second, although modern scholars may quibble, kings and their lawyers
knew quite well what they wanted the word to mean. Listen to King John
of England in 1201: the Jews and their property are ‘‘like our own private
thing’’ (res nostre proprie), ‘‘like our chattel property.’’ In his ‘‘Commentaries
on the Laws and Customs of England’’ the thirteenth-century jurist Henry
Bracton explained the consequences of this status to his medieval collea-
gues: ‘‘The Jew can truly not have any property of his own, for whatever he
acquires is not acquired by him but by the king, for the Jew does not live for
himself but for another, and thus the other acquires, and not the Jew
himself.’’23

These English laws provide stark examples of the Jews as res nostre proprie,
that is, as representations of utter subjection to the prince’s private fiscal
interests. In order to understand the full power of this representation, we
need to compare it to its opposite. The same Henry Bracton, in words cited
by Kantorowicz, associated the res fisci, the royal ‘‘fiscal thing,’’ to the spiri-
tual and eternal body of the polity: ‘‘A thing fiscal is a thing quasi sacred,
which cannot be given away or sold or transferred upon another person by
the Prince . . . ; those things make the Crown what it is, and they regard to
common utility such as peace and justice.’’24 In the space between these two
antipodes—that is, in the space between carnal ‘‘Judaism’’ as res privata and
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the res publica understood as ‘‘Christian’’ and eternal—we can build an
entire political theology.

Kantorowicz mentioned Jews and Judaism only four times in his book of
almost six hundred pages. But his study of The King’s Two Bodies—that is, of
the development of the idea that the king was both a mere mortal, a body
natural; and an immortal body politic, even a hypostatization of divine
justice—is an example of just such a political theology. The difference
between mortal and eternal, private and public, tyrant and legitimate mon-
arch, could all be (and often were) articulated by being mapped onto the
difference between ‘‘Jew’’ and ‘‘Christian.’’ And although one would not
know it from Kantorowicz’s work, it is between these two poles, trembling
like a compass needle, that medieval monarchs pursued their politics.

A cartoon contemporary with Bracton—the first known medieval cari-
cature of Jews—and drawn on the top of an English tax receipt roll of 1233,
makes the point visually (fig. 1). The drawing, presumably by a clerk of the
exchequer of the Jews whose taxes are registered in the roll, represents a city
under siege by a demonic army. In the foreground of the image we have two
Jews in profile, united by a demon tweaking each of them by the nose.
Towering over the city is a crowned three-faced figure—a traditional repre-
sentation of the Antichrist—wearing the distinctive trefoil crown of the then
reigning King Henry III, but bearing the name of Isaac of Norwich, one of
the most powerful Jewish moneylenders of the day.25

The cartoonist is here representing the Christian city (the fortalitium
fidei, as later polemicists would have it) besieged and conquered by the

figure 1. Exchequer Receipt Roll, 1233, London, National Archives, Public
Records Office, E 401/1565. Image courtesy of National Archives.
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Antichrist and his ministers, demons and Jews. There is, of course, a context
for the representation. For a little more than a century, and culminating in
Henry’s reign, the English crown channeled the economic activity of Eng-
land’s tiny Jewish community toward lending at interest to Christians and
then expropriated the lion’s share of the proceeds from the Jews in the form
of loans, taxes, and extraordinary seizures. The tax roll that serves as mate-
rial support for the drawing is itself evidence for this practice, a practice so
controversial that it became a focal point of two great baronial revolts, first
against King John, and then against Henry III.26

But beyond the ‘‘reality’’ of Jewish economic activity in Angevin Eng-
land, there are at least two points to be made. The first is that the criticism of
‘‘Jewish’’ economics was not aimed only at the Jews, but also at the king.
Through such criticism, the king was himself ‘‘Judaized.’’ In the cartoon,
this is achieved by mapping his crown onto a Jewish figure of Antichrist. The
chronicler Matthew Paris (circa 1200–1259) took a more direct route and
circumcised the king. Recounting Henry’s reaction (in 1255) to the news
that his Jews have no money left to give him, the chronicler has the king
‘‘woefully’’ exclaim: ‘‘I’m divided all around! I am a mutilated king and
a shortened one, even cut in half! . . . I need money . . . no matter how I get
it!’’27

The second point is that this medieval ‘‘Judaizing’’ of princes and their
administrative practices was not simply a strategic response to royal uses of
real Jews. Rather, it draws on a long tradition of representing the Satanic
aspects of worldly power as Jewish, a discourse that itself responds to a basic
question of Christian politics we already encountered among earlier Chris-
tians: how to differentiate a Christian rule, oriented toward the Spirit and
eternity, from a politics oriented toward the carnal world. Our medieval
sources show us how this discourse was being applied in new and creative
ways to evolving practices of princely power.

Among these evolving practices were the many attempts of princes to
profit from the increasing monetization of society and the growing market
in money. Usurers, Peter the Chanter explained in twelfth-century Paris,
‘‘are both the coffers and leeches of princes, because all things they shall
have sucked up, they vomit into the fisc.’’28 These usurers need not be
Jewish: indeed they most often were not. But regardless of their faith, their
practice could be mapped onto ‘‘Judaism,’’ and it often was. Thus in one of
the famous Moralized Bibles produced in French monastic circles circa 1225
one reads of flattering courtiers (losengiers) who ‘‘counsel kings and princes
to do ill with their power’’ (fig. 2). The roundel illuminating the commen-
tary portrays a money man with his counting board and a number of figures
whispering into the ear of the king, none of them characterized as Jews. But
its companion roundel depicts their Jewish counterparts in the court of the
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Antichrist, making the analogy clear. Another Moralized Bible from the
same time and region skips analogy and complains directly that ‘‘lying Jews
and usurers [or Jewish usurers] tell princes and prelates that they are better
than they are’’ (fig. 3). In subsequent illuminations, Jews and princes march
together toward Hell.

figure 2. Flattering courtiers. Bible moralisée, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
MS. 2554, folio 19b. Image courtesy of Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek.

figure 3. Flattering
courtiers. Bible moralisée,
Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, MS. 1179,
folio 65c. Image courtesy of
Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek.
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In these examples it is not only financial administration that is being
Judaized but also many other practices of governance, such as the taking of
council, the delegation of authority, and the assertion of administrative
power and legal jurisdiction. The same occurs in many other medieval
moral discourses, such as the miracle story of Theophilus that spread across
Europe in the mid-twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Theophilus (in
Gonzalo de Berceo’s early thirteenth-century Castilian version) was the inti-
mate councilor and minister—privado in Castilian—of a bishop, so trusted
that the bishop placed the entire administration of the see in his hands.
When the bishop died, Theophilus was offered the mitre, but turned it
down out of humility. Yet, as his influence waned under the next bishop,
he regretted the decision and turned for help to a very different privado,
a Jewish minister of Satan who brokered the sale of his soul to the devil in
exchange for renewed administrative power. Theophilus eventually
repented and prayed to the Virgin Mary, who interceded for him in the
heavenly court and convinced her Son to recover the contract from Hell.

There are two options represented in this morality tale: a Christian
court, in which power is mediated through virtuous Christian ministers with
eternal salvation the goal; and a Satanic one with Jewish ministers, thirsting
for earthly power and condemned to damnation. In this exemplum it is the
episcopal courtier who must choose between two models of power, that of
the Jew as intercessor in Satan’s court, and that of the Virgin in the heavenly
realm. Nevertheless, the potential analogy with princely power remains
encoded in the story, as we can see in a late thirteenth-century version of
the story recounted in the vast collection of ‘‘Songs to the Holy Mary’’
undertaken by King Alfonso X, ‘‘the Wise,’’ of Castile. The collection’s third
cantiga, or song, is dedicated to Theophilus (now called, in Castilian,
Teófilo), and in its illumination (fig. 4) we see Satan enthroned with all the
trappings of monarchy, with the Jew acting as minister, presenting his cli-
ent’s plea to the demonic king.29

In the Christian ontology of governance illuminated here, ‘‘Judaism’’
serves as a figure for the deadly attractions of worldly power and an errone-
ous commitment to the sovereignty of the flesh. The example is especially
interesting because King Alfonso X was himself deeply enmeshed in the
‘‘Jewishness’’ of politics. In the 1280s, as these illuminations were being
prepared, King Alfonso was confronted by multiple rebellions of clerics and
aristocrats who accused him of being a lover of Jews. In 1279, for example,
many of the bishops of his realm gathered to characterize him in formal
complaint as, in the words of Peter Linehan, ‘‘a barely Christian tyrant
manipulated by Jewish counselors, intent upon subjecting churchmen to
an intolerable yoke of persecution and servitude.’’30 The ‘‘Songs to the Holy
Mary’’ should themselves be understood as an example of how Christian
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kings attempted to defend themselves against these charges of ‘‘Jewish’’
carnality. From its dedication—to the memory of Alfonso’s namesake Ilde-
fonsus, the seventh-century bishop of Toledo famous for his treatise defend-
ing the virginity of Mary against Jews and heretics—and throughout its
hundreds of poems, the collection strives to represent Alfonso as champion
of a Christian polity of the spirit and an enemy of the sovereignty of the flesh
that Judaism represents. Consider, for example, cantiga 209, entitled ‘‘He
who denies God and His blessings commits a great error and is grievously
wrong.’’ In this song, written by the king himself, he tells how when he was ill
and seemed about to die in 1270, he refused the advice of his doctors and
turned to the Virgin instead:31

I shall tell you what happened to me while I lay in Vitoria, so ill that all believed I
should die there and did not expect me to recover. . . . The doctors ordered hot
cloths placed on me but I refused them and ordered, instead, that Her Book [that
is, a manuscript of the cantigas themselves] be brought to me. They placed it on me,
and at once I lay in peace. The pain subsided completely, I felt very well and cried
no more. I gave thanks to Her for it, because I know full well She was dismayed at my
afflictions.

The illumination to this poem in the Florence manuscript of the canti-
gas, left incomplete at the king’s death, represents the king’s choice as one
between the sciences of the flesh and of the spirit. And, unlike the poem
itself, it represents the choice as a rejection of ‘‘Judaism.’’ Thus on folio 119v
(fig. 5) the artists assign to the instructing physician in the first panel the
type of hat used to characterize Jews throughout the manuscript. The king
refuses the Jew’s advice, and the Jew, signified by his hat, disappears from

figure 4. Detail of
Teophilus, Cantiga 3, Cantigas
de Santa Marı́a, Escorial, MS.
T.I.1, folio 3r. Image courtesy
of Edilán/Ars Libris.
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the scene while the Virgin’s book is brought forth, returning only to witness
the miraculous cure.32

It is easy to overlook the Christian political claim staged in the illumi-
nation, in which King Alfonso’s refusal of ‘‘Jewish’’ medicine addressed only
to the flesh represents his preference for the spiritual body over the carnal
one. In this sense, the miraculous healing power of the king’s collection of
songs is itself represented as a defense of his body politic against the charge
of Judaism. The point is even more explicit in cantiga 235. Alfonso is now in
fact upon his deathbed, in the agony of his final illness, and the cantiga
presents him as Jesus persecuted unto death by the enmity of his own Jewish
people. Just as God’s enemies the Jews were punished with eternal misery, so
would Alfonso’s suffer, for they were also enemies of ‘‘the Son of God,’’ who
would consign them all to eternal fire. On the other hand (the song con-
tinues), Alfonso, like Jesus, was resurrected by the Virgin into eternal life
‘‘on the happy day of Easter.’’ She cradled him in her arms just as she had
cradled her Son, ‘‘who was nailed on the cross . . . and Who . . . bestows his
mercy and grace amidst the perils of the world.’’

In Alfonso’s versified and illuminated world the king is not only Chris-
tian but also a figure of Christ, while his persecutors and critics—that is, his

figure 5. Cantiga 209,
Cantigas de Santa Marı́a,

Florence, MS. B.R. 20, folio
119v. Image courtesy of

Edilán/Ars Libris.
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own rebellious Christian subjects—are placed among the murderous Jews.
Outside the folios of the manuscript, however, it was otherwise. Alfonso died
deposed by his son, defeated, among other things, by the charge of ‘‘Juda-
ism’’ from which he had tried so hard to protect himself.

The ‘‘political theology’’ that I am trying to describe through these
examples is akin to that of Kantorowicz, in that the work done by ‘‘the king’s
two bodies’’ is central to it. But mine is much more general than his, and
much less optimistic. More general, because my argument is not simply
about the king’s ‘‘two bodies,’’ but about the ‘‘two-body problem’’ faced
by all politics in a Christian world oriented toward transcendence. Every
community and every actor in this politics—even the papacy—is suspended
between flesh and spirit, between the treasures of this world and those of the
next. Insofar as every incarnate politics takes place in this world, no politics,
no matter how ‘‘incarnational,’’ can ever entirely free itself from the stigma
that accompanies the claims of flesh and everything associated with those
claims—such as letter, law, and Judaism—in Christian theology. Every
choice of the flesh over the spirit has the potential to ‘‘Judaize’’ the Chris-
tian, and therefore every Christian politician can be represented as a ‘‘Jew,’’
every politics can be mapped onto ‘‘Judaism.’’ Even the pope was not
immune, as we can see in a cartoon drawn in 1450, ironically enough, in the
margins of a copy of a papal bull prohibiting violence against Jews (Sicut
Judaeis, first issued in the twelfth century) sent to the city of Frankfurt by
Clement VI in 1349, after that city’s massacre of its Jewish inhabitants (fig. 6).

The revolutionary power of such mappings was enormous. Think only,
to continue with papal examples, of the role they played in Martin Luther’s
revolt against Rome. Throughout his preaching and writings Luther worked
constantly to associate the papal court—‘‘the Devil’s Synagogue [teufels Syna-
goga],’’ as he sometimes put it—with Judaism. And here again, as in some of
our previous examples, the power of this mapping generates a new graphic
imagery with which to express itself. In 1545, for example, Luther’s great
artistic collaborator Lucas Cranach produced a print of a bearded and hook-
nosed Pope Paul III riding a sow while holding a handful of steaming feces
(‘‘Drecetta’’ as the accompanying Latin poem puts it, punning on decreta,
decretals). Few among Luther’s audience would have missed the analogy
that this Papensau was meant to establish with the Jews on their iconic
Judensau.33

The power of such analogies was not limited to the reformers. From the
‘‘Papist’’ point of view, it was the Lutherans, with their literalism and their
Biblicism, that were the ‘‘Judaizers.’’ When Johann Eck wrote (in 1540) that
the Lutherans were ‘‘fathers of Jews,’’ or an Augsburg Catholic preached (in
1551, reacting to Edward VI’s embrace of the Protestant cause) that ‘‘the king
of England, his council and kingdom had all become Jews,’’ their audiences
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would not have been puzzled.34 They understood that the danger of ‘‘Juda-
ism’’ was a general one, stalking not only sovereigns and popes in their halls of
power, but rather haunting every individual and every possibility of relation in
a Christian world. As the English poet George Herbert put it in 1633,

He that doth love, and love amiss,
This worlds delights before true Christian joy,

Hath made a Jewish choice;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

And is a Judas-Jew.35

It is the very generality of this two-body problem that made ‘‘anti-Jewish’’
projection so useful for so many political theologies, both medieval and
modern. But the generality of this projection says nothing about its efficacy.
Unlike Kantorowicz, I want to stress that, within a material world inescapably
dependent on systems stigmatized as Jewish within Christian thought—sys-
tems such as law, symbolic communication, material and economic
exchange—the danger of political ‘‘Judaism’’ is inescapable. The king’s
bodies, indeed all bodies politic, can always be accused of deadly Jewish
fleshiness, no matter how loudly they protest their sacrality or immortality.

figure 6. Kopialbuch 3, Institut für Stadtgeschichte,
Frankfurt, folio 269.
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Kantorowicz does not seem to want to note this ambivalence explicitly,
but both the ambivalence and the figures of Judaism that animate it are
evident in many of his materials. For example, chapter 2 of The King’s Two
Bodies is dedicated to Shakespeare’s Richard II and points out that both the
playwright and his medieval sources associate that king’s murder by Boling-
broke and his followers with that of Jesus by Pilate and the Jews (much as the
cantigas tried to represent Alfonso’s defeat and death as another crucifix-
ion). In this sense, Kantorowicz is right to point to the play as evidence for
a Christological conception of sovereignty. But he does not mention that
Richard’s critics also ‘‘Judaize’’ the king in their complaints (again, theolog-
ically similar to those made against Alfonso X) about his administrative
practices. In the unforgettable words that Shakespeare assigns to John of
Gaunt, Richard’s kingdom has been ‘‘bound in with shame, / With inky blots
and rotten parchment bonds.’’36 This complaint of enslavement by letter, law,
and contract is full of Judaizing force. But neither Shakespeare nor John of
Gaunt stops there. Enter King Richard, and John speaks, like Ambrose a mil-
lennium before but pregnant with different meaning, a certain kind of truth
to majesty:

Why, cousin, wert thou regent of the world,
It were a shame to let this land by lease;
But for thy world enjoying but this land,
Is it not more than shame to shame it so?
Landlord of England art thou now, not king:
Thy state of law is bondslave to the law; And thou—

(2.1.109–14)

A cruder dramatist might have furnished the speech with an Ambrosian
conclusion: ‘‘Art from a sovereign turned to tyrant Jew.’’ Shakespeare leaves
us hanging, but his silence is not ignorant. In the Merchant of Venice, he will
address precisely these and many other questions raised by contract, law,
commerce, and politics in Christian society—a society, it bears repeating,
that had not housed a living community of ‘‘real’’ Jews for more than three
hundred years—through much more explicit figures of Judaism. If Shylock
and other such figures proved so good to think with in Shakespeare’s Eng-
land, it is because there, as throughout so much of the history of Christian
thought, Judaism stood not only for a religion and its adherents, but also
and more generally for a mistaken attitude toward the material world of
signs and things.37

And what of modernity? Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, in the very first
paragraph of their first collaboration (‘‘The Holy Family, or Critique of
Critical Criticism’’ of 1844), singled out one phrase for condemnation: ‘‘The
letter kills, but the spirit vivifies’’ (2 Cor. 3:6). ‘‘Real humanism has no more
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dangerous enemy,’’ they wrote, than this ‘‘spiritualism.’’ They did not think
this enemy obsolete. On the contrary, their ‘‘critique of critical criticism’’
was that the ‘‘philosophy’’ of their teachers and rivals—including and espe-
cially G. W. F. Hegel and a group of his followers to whom Marx initially
belonged called ‘‘the Young Hegelians’’—‘‘is nothing else but religion ren-
dered into thoughts and thinkingly expounded, and that it has therefore
likewise to be condemned as another form . . . of the estrangement of man.’’38

Marx and Engels were right to point to the Christological foundations of
Hegel’s dialectic, and to sense the potential for estrangement within
them.39 Hegel’s own attempt to imagine the dialectical unfolding of history
in terms of the Christian overcoming of an opposition between law and love
had stumbled on the impossibility, in this imperfect world, of that overcom-
ing. Do not criminals, for example, need to be punished by positive law? In
the Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel tried to argue that the criminal wills his
own punishment as a free self-authorizing subject, but even he seems to have
found the argument unconvincing. Similarly in his Philosophy of Right, Hegel
strove mightily to move property rights and contractual market exchange
into the realm of love and recognition (and he did so, in part, by deploying
figures of Judaism as representations of an unfree, ‘‘slavish’’ relation to
possessions and exchange). The difficulty is that in our embodied world,
no ‘‘dialectical synthesis’’ can completely overcome the opposition between
‘‘law’’ and ‘‘freedom’’ and produce a fully self-legislating subject. But if the
plenitude of freedom can never be reached, if the remainder of ‘‘Jewish’’ law
cannot be reduced, then the unintended result of Hegel’s patterning the
history of philosophy upon the history of salvation turns out to be that every
political and philosophical step, no matter how ‘‘progressive,’’ remains
‘‘Judaizable,’’ just as every theological step had proven to be in Christian
theology.40

Marx and Engels correctly perceived that Hegel’s dialectic re-inscribed
rather than overcame the political dangers of Judaism, but they wrongly
imagined that they themselves had escaped that danger. In fact, in another
essay Marx wrote against the young Hegelians that same year, he offered
a vision not so different from Saint Augustine’s as we might think. The essay,
known today as ‘‘On the Jewish Question,’’ is a vision of two cities. In one,
civic life is built on egoistic foundations of private property and mediated by
money and market, alienating man from man. The other is a truly political
city, oriented toward man’s social and ‘‘species-being,’’ his love of neighbor.
Marx has a name for the ‘‘antisocial element’’ at the basis of civil society and
the corrupted city: it is money, ‘‘the God of the Jews.’’ In such a society the
symbolic mediation of money Judaizes all users, so that ‘‘the Jew is perpet-
ually created by civil society from its own entrails.’’ Marx speaks not of the
letter but of the coin, not of the spirit but of ‘‘true species-being.’’ But his
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name for the political overcoming of the alienations of symbolic represen-
tation is the same as that used by much of the Christian tradition: ‘‘the
emancipation of society from Judaism.’’ And the result of his solution is also not
so different from theirs: the creation of figures of Judaism from society’s
own entrails.41

Marx is exemplary precisely because he was precociously aware that
certain forms of communication and exchange were somehow structurally
‘‘Jewish’’ within Christian culture. His own eager ‘‘Judaization’’ of the entire
sphere of monetary circulation, is therefore a powerful reminder of how
difficult it is to avoid the dangerous enmity between a politics oriented
toward transcendence (or in Marx’ case, ‘‘species-being’’) and whatever it
is we might want to mean by ‘‘real humanism.’’

The danger of that enmity seems to me to be increasing today, as we
swim in currents of critical thought that pull with increasing force toward
transcendence. Since the late 1980s ‘‘political theology’’ has come into ever-
greater fashion (it is in part thanks to that wave that Kantorowicz’s own work
has enjoyed such a renaissance). It is once more commonplace to assert that
political order cannot be founded on values that the order itself guarantees:
that politics must point beyond itself. In the words of the Italian philosopher
Robert Esposito, ‘‘In order to save itself, life needs to step out from itself and
constitute a transcendental point from which it receives order and shelter.’’
Not only in political theory, but in the humanities more broadly, there is
a renewed willingness to take seriously the view that our participation in
representation, both political and hermeneutic (what we might want to
understand, in Erik Santner’s Lacanian formulation, as ‘‘the signifiers sub-
jects are compelled to contract or take on as ‘members’ of a symbolic order
to represent them to other signifiers’’) requires transcendence, or (again in
Lacanian terms), subjection to a ‘‘master signifier.’’42

It is not a coincidence that these moves toward transcendence generate
figures of Judaism with frightening ease. Consider only Slavoj Žižek’s descrip-
tion of ‘‘an interesting struggle which has been going on recently (not only)
among Lacanians (not only) in France. This struggle concerns the status of
the ‘One’ as the name of a political subjectivity.’’

The question is: is the name of the one the result of a contingent political struggle,
or is it somehow rooted in a more substantial particular identity? The position of
‘‘Jewish Maoists’’ is that ‘‘Jews’’ is such a name which stands for that which resists
today’s global trend to overcome all limitations, inclusive of the very finitude of the
human condition, in radical capitalist ‘‘deterritorialization’’ and ‘‘fluidification’’
(the trend which reaches its apotheosis in the gnostic-digital dream of transforming
humans themselves into virtual software that can reload itself from one hardware to
another.) The name ‘‘Jews’’ thus stands for the most basic fidelity to what one
is. . . . Jews here are the exception: in the liberal multiculturalist, all groups can
assert their identity—except Jews, whose very self-assertion equals Zionist racism.
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In contrast to this approach, Badiou and others insist on the fidelity to the One
which emerges and is constituted through the very political struggle of/for naming,
and, as such, cannot be grounded in any particular determinate content (such as
ethnic or religious roots). From this point of view, fidelity to the name ‘‘Jews’’ is the
obverse (the silent recognition) of the defeat of authentic emancipatory struggles.

Here we find the Jews, for good (if you are a ‘‘Jewish Maoist’’) or ill (for Alain
Badiou and others), cast in their Pauline position of particularism. Both the
good and the ill are equally fantastic, and both oscillate wildly between
Judaism as an ethnicity or a religion claimed by real people and ‘‘Judaism’’
as a name, concept, or figure of thought. (An oscillation that is presumably
due less to a lack of conceptual clarity and more to a strategic effort to avoid
the charge of Anti-Semitism.) But let us focus on the formulation of the ill,
in which ‘‘Judaism’’ is quickly associated with enmity toward freedom and
emancipatory revolution:

No wonder that those who demand fidelity to the name ‘‘Jews’’ are also those who
warn us against the ‘‘totalitarian’’ dangers of any radical emancipatory movement.
Their politics consist in accepting the fundamental finitude and limitation of our
situation, and the Jewish Law is the ultimate mark of this finitude, which is why, for
them all attempts to overcome Law and tend towards all-embracing Love (from
Christianity through the French Jacobins to Stalinism) must end up in totalitarian
terror. To put it succinctly, the only true solution to the ‘‘Jewish question’’ is the
‘‘final solution’’ (their annihilation), because Jews qua objet a are the ultimate obsta-
cle to the ‘‘final solution’’ of History itself, to the overcoming of divisions in all-
encompassing unity and flexibility.

What can I say about these words, which in any case cannot be debated,
since they axiomatically dismiss as Jewish all arguments such as mine, and
condemn them to death? I cannot even say with certainty if they speak for
Žižek, since he presents them as a description of the positions of others. He
does not, however, hesitate to manifest his own allegiances: ‘‘This book is
unashamedly committed to the ‘Messianic’ standpoint of the struggle for
universal emancipation.’’43

There is, to my mind, a depressing déjà vu to this return to transcen-
dence: depressing, not because it looks toward the past for answers to the
pressing questions of the present—this seems to me a wholly appropriate, even
necessary, approach to many of the questions that confront us—but because it
is so selective in the past it looks to and the conclusions it draws. This is not,
after all, the first time the dangers of certain theological conceptions of the
political have been pointed out. Leaving aside the prophetic Weimar souls who
named those dangers before they became fact, there are also those who later
synthesized them into something like an intellectual history. Martin Buber’s
first speech in Germany after the war (‘‘The Validity and Limitations of the
Political Principle,’’ given at his reception of Hamburg’s Goethe Prize in 1953)
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was dedicated to suggesting that Schmitt’s concept of the political collaborated
with a Hegelian tendency to grant history an ontological autonomy. That
tendency, according to Buber (which he felt reached its deepest expression
in the work of Martin Heidegger), helped produce the horrors of midcentury
by making history and its political manifestations inherently self-validating.44

Without taking a position on Buber’s knowledge of philosophy (Heideg-
ger famously expressed skepticism on that score to Hannah Arendt) or
history, I simply want to stress that, as far as Buber was concerned, the
attempt to tie language, politics, and other forms of representation to any
manifest reading of transcendence was dangerously misguided. That con-
viction was the major ground of his postwar engagements with Heidegger.
Both thinkers were similar insofar as both sought to overcome—if Meike
Siegfried is correct in her recent book Abkehr vom Subjekt—a modern con-
ception of the cognitive subject.45 But for Buber, that overcoming should
not be obtained by looking away from the human or toward the divine. ‘‘The
human truth of which I speak,’’ he explained in what we may take to be his
final response to Heidegger (in ‘‘The Word That is Spoken,’’ delivered in
Munich in 1960), ‘‘the truth vouchsafed to men, is no pneuma that pours
itself out from above on a band of men now become superpersonal [über-
personhaft]: it opens itself only in one’s existence as a person.’’46

We know more or less what Heidegger would have responded, in part
because we have the letter he had written to his wife a few years earlier, after
reading another essay of Buber’s: ‘‘The question remains whether this
‘either-or’ is sufficient at all or whether both the one and the other have
to be prepared even more fundamentally, a preparation which of course
again requires the [divine] address and its protection [Geheißes und seines
Schutzes].’’47 Again, we need not take a position in order to concede that
something about the shape these debates took in the 1920s, 30s, and 40s
motivated a thinker like Martin Buber to dedicate much of the end of his life
to fighting against their manifestations, not only in the rarified sphere of the
theology and philosophy of language, but also very much in the sphere of
politics and its theologies. I cannot help but feel much sympathy for his
attempt to create a politics capable of yearning for the transcendent without
ever presuming to know what it should look like. As he put it in 1946:

Even those communities which call the spirit their master and salvation their Prom-
ised Land, the ‘‘religious’’ communities, are community only if they serve their lord
and master in the midst of simple, un-exalted, unselected reality, a reality not so
much chosen by them as sent to them just as it is; they are community only if they
prepare the way to the Promised Land through the thickets of this pathless hour.48

In the preceding pages I have offered a thumbnail sketch of the history
of Jewishness as political concept. At the very least, I hope the sketch may
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serve as a reminder that commitments to a politics of transcendence have
a historical potential to produce Jewish figures of enmity. I realize that my
historical approach can never be robust, insofar as each specific commit-
ment can proclaim its innocence from the past and demand its own histor-
ical context and its own critique. There is no answer sufficient to that
demand. I could, for example, attempt to demonstrate that Jacques Lacan’s
formulations, today influential among certain theorists, themselves
depended on the Christianized cognitive distinctions (letter and spirit, Jew
and Christian, law and freedom) that I’ve been tracing throughout this
article, and that it therefore reproduces many of the stigmatizations that
mark the history of those distinctions.

But that would be just another historical example, one more in an
endless accumulation of possible examples that need not compel convic-
tion. For those in the grip of messianic hope, past failures are not a sufficient
guarantee of future ones. On the contrary, to the believer they may even
serve as evidence of messianic truth. To quote once more from the same
work of Žižek’s: ‘‘As Badiou himself might put it in his unique Platonic way,
true ideas are eternal, they are indestructible, they always return every time
they are proclaimed dead.’’ Žižek even imagines that the mere repetition of
these eternal truths is enough to reveal the thought of their critics ‘‘in all its
misery as what it really is, a worthless sophistic exercise, a pseudo-
theorization of the lowest opportunist survivalist fears and instincts, a way
of thinking which is not only reactionary but also profoundly reactive in
Nietzsche’s sense of the term.’’49

Rather than pile examples higher, let me summarize and generalize my
claim. Christianity did not invent the political distinction between the phys-
ical and the metaphysical—between a mortal politics of flesh, and an
immortal one of spirit. According to Aristotle’s Politics, for example, just
as each man is ‘‘born with regard to life, but existing essentially with regard
to the good life,’’ so the state is born ‘‘to secure a bare subsistence; but the
ultimate object of the state is the good life.’’ Just as ‘‘it is clear that the rule of
the soul over the body . . . is natural and expedient,’’ so ‘‘we must not follow
those who advise us, being men, to think of human things, and being mor-
tal, of mortal things, but must, so far as we can, make ourselves immortal.’’ A
rule that reverses these priorities, placing worldly gain ahead of a common
and immaterial good, Aristotle defined as tyranny. Good government aims
at transcendence.50

Christianity did not invent this split into two political bodies of flesh and
spirit, but it did, for reasons I have tried to describe, invent the mapping of
that politics onto the cognitive categories of ‘‘Jew’’ and ‘‘Christian.’’ My
claim is that this mapping became so central to the history of political
thought that key critical concepts of political thought came to encode it,
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so that those concepts, when applied in political critique, themselves gen-
erated new figures of Judaism, so to speak, from their own entrails.

The ‘‘long history’’ I’ve offered you is one—always insufficient—way of
trying to support that claim. I recognize, of course, that sweeping histories
of ideas (especially highly abbreviated ones such as this) violate the current
conviction that, as Michel Foucault famously put it, ‘‘history is for cutting.’’
Rather than attempt a theoretical defense of my approach, let me return to
the metaphor of a mask. I don’t mean the mask that Carl Schmitt placed on
the Jews, but the one deployed by Friedrich Nietzsche, the philosopher from
whom Foucault derived his dictum. Foucault was right that Nietzsche ridi-
culed certain fantasies of identity between present and past, but he forgot
that Nietzsche also insisted on elements of formal continuity in historical
memory. ‘‘All great things must first wear terrifying and monstrous masks in
order to inscribe themselves on the hearts of humanity.’’51

These masks, the forms in which ideas presented themselves, were not
for Nietzsche incidental to their future. On the contrary, great ideas impress
themselves upon generations of human memory in part by concealing their
ongoing and constant transformation behind the abiding terror of their
masks. My claim, at its simplest, is that Judaism is one such mask: a pedagog-
ical fear, perhaps, but one that has given enduring and sometimes terrifying
form to key concepts and questions of politics in Christian Europe and its
heirs.52 We should want to ask to what extent—in the thought of countless
theorists, polemicists, politicians, and ordinary citizens of a complex
world—it continues to do so.
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